2011-2012
DHA Faculty and Staff Directory

Phone: 612-624-9700  Fax: 612-624-2750  All area codes are (612) unless otherwise noted

DHA FACULTY

Angell, William
Nov-Feb leave
Housing Studies
Director, MURC-IAQ
486 McNH  624-6768
wangell@umn.edu

Asojo, Abimbola (Abi)
Interior Design
488 McNH  624-3271
aasojo@umn.edu

Boyd-Brent, James
Graphic Design
246e McNH  624-1731
jboydbre@umn.edu

Bruin, Marilyn (Lyn)
Housing Studies
380 McNH  624-3760
mbruin@umn.edu

Bye, Elizabeth (Missy)
Apparel Design
DHA Department Head
240d McNH  624-3751
eye@umn.edu

Chu, Sauman (Sue)
Graphic Design
Program Director
246f McNH  624-5705
schu@umn.edu

Crump, Jeff
Housing Studies
350 McNH  624-2281
jcrump@umn.edu

DeLong, Marilyn
Apparel Design
351 McNH  624-4909
mdelong@umn.edu

Dunne, Lucy
Apparel Design
Program Director
356 McNH  624-5901
ldunne@umn.edu

Eicher, Joanne (Retired)
Regents Professor
Emeritus
207 McNH  624-7710
jeicher@umn.edu

Guerin, Denise
Interior Design
497 McNH  626-1257
dguerin@umn.edu

Hadjyanni, Tasoulla
Interior Design
Program Director
491 McNH  624-1245
thadjiya@umn.edu

Hemmis, Pat
Interdisciplinary
209 McNH  625-9198
phemmis@umn.edu

Hokanson, Brad
Graphic Design
Assoc. Dean-Research & Outreach
246d McNH  624-4918
brad@umn.edu

Jasper, Daniel
Graphic Design
246b McNH  624-1307
djasper@umn.edu

Johnson, Kim
Retail Merchandising
368b McNH  624-3687
kjohnson@umn.edu

Kang, Keang (Marsha)
Visiting Scholar
348b McNH  624-2254
kykang@umn.edu

Kim, Hye-Young
Semester Leave Fall 11
Retail Merchandising
368b McNH  624-4904
hykim@umn.edu

Kudrowitz, Barry
Product Design
352 McNH  624-1708
barky@umn.edu

LaBat, Karen
Apparel Design
Director, HDL Lab
354 McNH  624-3628
klabat@umn.edu

Martin, Caren
Interior Design
Director, InformeDesign
490 McNH  624-5318
cmartin@umn.edu

Martinson, Barbara
Graphic Design
362 McNH  624-4239
bmartins@umn.edu

McCarthy, Steven
Sabatical
Graphic Design
246c McNH  624-1729
smcCarthy@umn.edu

Waldron, Carol
Graphic Design
246g McNH  624-3633
cwaldron@umn.edu

Wu, Juanjuan
Retail Merchandising
Program Director
368c McNH  626-1254
jwuj@umn.edu

Yust, Becky
Administrative Leave
Housing Studies
Admin leave for ’11-12
495a McNH  624-7461
byust@umn.edu

Ziebarth, Ann
Housing Studies
Program Director
356 McNH  625-8795
aziebar@umn.edu

Zollinger, Stephanie
Interior Design
Director of Graduate Studies
485 McNH  624-3205
szolling@umn.edu

TEACHING SPECIALISTS & LECTURERS

Broden, Lonnie
Graphic Design
250a McNH  624-9308
brod0165@umn.edu

Carlson, Anna
Apparel Design
348 McNH  625-8234
pohl0043@umn.edu

Daigle, Greg (spr only)
Graphic Design
250b McNH  624-9308
daigl024@umn.edu

English, Michael
Interior Design
493b McNH  624-4739
eng011@umn.edu

Enz, Pamela (fall only)
Interior Design
250d McNH  624-9441
enzo007@umn.edu

Fogg, Monica
Interior Design
250d McNH  624-9441
mfogg@umn.edu

TRUCE, Frances (Fancy)
(fall only)
Graphic Design
250e McNH  624-9308
frnc001@umn.edu

Hickey, William
(fall only)
Interior Design
493a McNH  624-4739
hick0107@umn.edu

Huff, Richelle
Graphic Design
250g McNH  624-9441
huff067@umn.edu

Krueger, Linda
Graphic Design
260f McNH  624-9308
lkrueger@umn.edu

Nagle-Fredrickson, Heather
SP Student Career Ctr
197 McNH  624-9247
hfredric@umn.edu

Paron-Wildes, Anita
A.J.
(spray only)
Interior Design
493a McNH  624-4739
paro002@umn.edu

Pauly, Mary Jo
(spray only)
Graphic Design
250a McNH  624-9308
pauly023@umn.edu

Pickman, Gregory
Graphic Design
250g McNH  624-9441
gpickman@umn.edu

Reiley, Kathryn
(fall only)
Interior Design
250d McNH  624-9441
krey007@umn.edu

Sacari, Cheri
Interior Design
493a McNH  624-4739
saar0001@umn.edu

Tank, Angela
Graphic Design
250c McNH  624-9441
atank@umn.edu

TRUCE, Frances (Fancy)
(fall only)
Graphic Design
250a McNH  624-9308
frnc001@umn.edu

Trzepc, Stefanie
Interior Design
495b McNH  624-4797
trzepc001@umn.edu

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

Arends, Neil
Graphic Design
217 McNH  624-6712
arend077@umn.edu

Barness, Jessica
Graphic Design
250e McNH  624-9441
barne612@umn.edu

Buckner, Katherine (Kate)
(fall only)
Apparel Studies: Product Design
250F McNH  624-9308
buck0316@umn.edu

Carton, Anthony
Graphic Design
383d McNH  624-5610
carton353@umn.edu

Casta, Mary Alice
Apparel Studies: Dress, History, Culture
344a McNH  624-7227
cast036@umn.edu

Choi, Dooyoung
Apparel Studies: Retail Merchandising
250Mc Nh  624-9441
choi0106@umn.edu

Choi, Seon Mi
Interior Design
495c McNH  624-4797
choi318@umn.edu

Cohn, Caitlin
Apparel Studies: Dress, History, Culture
333 McNH  624-2737
cohn037@umn.edu

1985 Buford Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108
DHA: Mail Code 6136
Rapson: Mail Code 0811

Updated 08/25/11
Campus Information

Architecture, Dept

Campus Information

Building Hours, McNeal Hall
Monday-Friday........7 am – 10 pm
Saturday................8 am – 4 pm
Sunday .................1 pm – 5 pm
(Card Access after hours)

Administration, CDES
(Also See CDES Office Directory)
CDES Admin (32 McNh)........6-9068
ANDERSON, Lee (Rap)..........4-5565
Associate Dean
BATT, Jan (McNh).................4-0788
HR Director
DILWORTH, Stephanie (McNh)....6-6985
Budget & Finance Director
FISHER, Tom (Rap).................6-9068
Dean
Grosen, John (Rap).................5-7525
Information Technology Director
HOKANSON, Brad (McNh).........4-4909
Associate, Dean
MILLER, Trevor (McNh)..........5-1922
External Relations Director
SCHENK, Thomas (McNh).......4-4768
Associate
ROHMAN, Paige (Rap).............5-8261
Aid; to Dean
WITHEROW, Kathy (Rap).........4-7488
Chief of Staff

Architecture, Dept

143 Rap.........................4-7866
Campus Information............5-5000

Johnson, Emily
Graphic Design
250b McNh 624-9308
joh09665@umn.edu

Kang, Ju Young
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
346 McNh 624-5906
kangx301@umn.edu

Karsson, Roger
Interior Design
493b McNh 624-4739
kar0171@umn.edu

Kim, Angella
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
494a McNh 624-2254
kimx3119@umn.edu

Koo, Helen
Apparel Studies: Product
Design
344c McNh 624-7227
kcoxx044@umn.edu

Lastovich, Theresa
Apparel Studies: Product
Design
346 McNh 624-5906
last0013@umn.edu

Lee, Ji Young
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
348 McNh 624-5906
leex4819@umn.edu

Lund, Curt (fall only)
Graphic Design
250e McNh 624-9441
lund1489@umn.edu

Marshall, Kerianne
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
250a McNh 624-9308
marrah589@umn.edu

McCluske, Marit
Graphic Design
383b McNh 624-5610
mcc0022@umn.edu

Mejia Ramirez, Germán (Mauricio)
Graphic Design
217 McNh 624-6712
mejir001@umn.edu

Min, Seohoa
Apparel Studies: Dress,
History, Culture
346 McNh 624-5906
minmx067@umn.edu

Mun, Jung Meo
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
250c McNh 624-9308
munx010@umn.edu

Newby, Alex Jane (Alex)
Graphic Design
217 McNh 624-6712
newby@umn.edu

Ott, Ron
Graphic Design
217 McNh 624-6712
ottb0027@umn.edu

Parker, Jenny
Graphic Design
334b McNh 625-2737
park0634@umn.edu

Scott, Angelita (Angie)
Interior Design
348b McNh 624-5906
brow0409@umn.edu

Sohn, MyungHee
Apparel Studies: Retail
Merchandising
346b McNh 624-2254
sohnx019@umn.edu

Soules, Maureen
Interior Design
493c McNh 624-4739
soule053@umn.edu

Sowers, Chad
Apparel Studies: Product
Design
344b McNh 624-7227
sowe0025@umn.edu

Stebbins, Wade
Graphic Design
383c McNh 624-5610
wade@umn.edu

Strickland, Aileen
Interior Design
493b McNh 624-4739
stric127@umn.edu

Wagner, Heidi
Housing Design
346e McNh 624-2254
wag0184@umn.edu

Yates, Richard
Graphic Design
217 McNh 624-6712
yates06@umn.edu

Yun, Hae Young
Housing Studies
348 McNh 624-2254
yunxx051@umn.edu

DHA STAFF

Guiney, Kathy
240 McNh 624-1240
kguiney@umn.edu

Johnson, Cheryl
240 McNh 624-7726
johns194@umn.edu

Klarquist, Charleen
246a McNh 626-1219
cklarqui@umn.edu

Van Steenbergen, Julie
240g McNh 624-7721
jhillman@umn.edu

OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

Registrar, Office of the (OTR)
Mpls (200 Fraser)...........5-3333
SP (130 Coffey)..............4-3731

Student Services, CDES
12 McNh.......................4-1717
107 Rap.......................6-3650
FRANCO, Mary Vincent........4-4762
Assoc Prog Director
GARDNER, Laurie W..........4-3635
Registrar
GIBERTSON, Lori..............4-6250
New Student Svcs
GINTHER-THOMPSON, Katrina..4-0755
Advisement
KORASAN, Zahra.........4-5092
Adv-Graphic Design
LOERCH, Wanda...............4-7443
Adv-Housing/Interior Design
MAPLE, Kate..................4-9764
Asst Dean
MUMMA, Nicole.................5-0908
Prospective Students
WHITNEY, Gayle..............4-4244
Office Manager

Telecommunications
Repair.........................5-0006

Textile Lab
344 McNh.....................4-7227

Voicemail Access
from your campus phone........5 from another phone....6-0000